
“It’s very hard for local people
to accept any foreigners
who come to our country 

and say they are fighting for 
our freedom. To give the idea

that they are not invaders, 
that they are not occupiers, 

is very difficult.”
—— GEN. AZIZUDIN WARDAK,

Paktia province police chief on the proposed 
U.S. escalation of the war in Afghanistan,
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AMBASSADOR RICHARD HOLBROOKE is America’s “Man in the Stans”—Afghanistan and Pakistan, that is. Handpicked by
President Obama to be special representative to what is at present the hottest of hot spots in the muddled global war
on terrorists, Holbrooke is among the Washington influentials who is now urging Obama to hurl tens of thousands of
additional troops and tens of billions of additional dollars into the Afghanistan war effort.

hy should America do that? What victory do we seek? 
In August, Holbrooke responded with a diplomatic quib-
ble: “I don’t use the word ‘victory‘ but ’success’ instead.”
Okay. What success will we achieve? Well, dodged the
man who would commit untold numbers of people to
their death in this hellish land, “success” really can’t be

defined. “We’ll know it when we see it.”
On such gossamer wings does America’s Afghanistan policy fly.
This war has slogged on for nearly nine years, making it longer than

America’s involvement in World Wars I and II combined. We’ve already
spent $228 billion, 826 Americans have been killed (nearly 200 so far
this year), and Obama’s summer surge has muscled up America’s
Afghan presence to 68,000 troops (plus another 42,000 from NATO). 
Yet the Taliban forces we’re fighting are stronger than ever, and our own
military commanders concede that not only is the war going badly for
us, but the situation is rapidly “deteriorating.”

Still, most military chieftains and Obamacan hawks
say we must do more of what we are doing, only 
do it better so we can win the hearts and minds

of the Afghan people, which will require the infusion of more troops and
treasure. The president has already requested $68 billion for the war in
2010 (an $8 billion increase over this year), and he is pondering a much
greater escalation that would dispatch from 10,000 to 45,000 more
Americans into what has now become “Obama’s war.”

VietnAfghanistan
As he ponders what to do, so should we. In a speech at the VFW’s

national convention on August 17, Obama asserted, “This is not a war 
of choice. This is a war of necessity.” Yet, the only rationalization he has
offered are a couple of alliterative generalizations, declaring that our goal
in Afghanistan is “to disrupt, dismantle, and defeat al Qaeda and its
extremist allies,” and that his strategy is to “clear, hold, and build” that
country in order to make the people secure.

What does this mean? Is this what Americans should be doing? Is
Afghanistan the place to do it? Is it worth it?

These are basic questions that need to be discussed not only in the
confines of the White 
House war room but

Ignoring so many lessons of history

The four biggest reasons for escalating
war in Afghanistan—and why they’re bogus
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JUDGE BUCKS 
WALL STREET 
Even a dog knows the

difference between being
stumbled over—and being
kicked. But would imperi-
ous Wall Street bankers
feel it if they got a kick in
the pants?

Jed Rakoff, a federal
judge in New York,
decided to find out. Earlier
this year, lawyers for 
Bank of America and the
Securities and Exchange
Commission strolled into
Judge Rakoff’s courtroom
asking him to ratify a legal
settlement between the
bank and the watchdog
agency—usually a routine
matter. But this case
involved the $5.8 billion 
in executive bonuses that 
a subsidiary of Bank of
America had doled out 
last year—while the bank
was getting a $45-billion
taxpayer bailout.

Worse, the bankers 
had lied to their own share-
holders, telling them no
bonuses would be paid—
and lying to shareholders
violates SEC rules. For all
that, our watchdog agency
assessed a measly fine of
$33 million, which is less
than the individual bonuses
taken home by some of 
the bank executives.

To the astonishment of
those who cooked up this
deal, the judge refused to
rubberstamp it. Instead, he
demanded the names of
each executive responsi-
ble for the bonus ripoff,
saying they should be held
personally accountable for
their crimes. The bankers
and the SEC bobbed and
weaved around his court-
room, but, invoking moral-
ity and fair play, and chan-
neling the public’s rising
anger over Wall Street’s
greed and Washington’s
meek complicity, the judge
voided the settlement on
September 14.

Now, Bank of America
and the SEC face a public
trial over their dirty deal…
and they are definitely
feeling the judge’s kick 
in their collective pants.

also in America’s Great Room of open
public discourse. After all, we are the
ones who will pay. Our loved ones,
our public treasury, our nation’s ideals
and world reputation, our hopes for
Obama’s presidency—all could be
buried in this war, just as happened
to us some 45 years ago when LBJ
heeded the pleadings of his advisors
to escalate the Vietnam War.

But there’s been no dialogue.
We’re just told that the Pentagon 
and the president will decide during
the next couple of months how the
mission will be “resourced” (mili-
tary-speak for bodies and bucks).

However, most Americans have
their backs up and are in no mood to
cheer this throbbing beat of war
drums. As shown in the latest polls,
57% are opposed to the Afghanistan
war (CNN); seven out of ten
Democrats say the war is not worth
its cost, with nearly two-thirds of
activist Dems saying they feel
“strongly” about this point
(Washington Post /ABC); less than
half of Americans—46%—approve 
of Obama’s handling of the war (AP);
and 56% oppose sending more of
our troops there, with opposition ris-
ing to 61% among 18-to-34 year olds,
the age group that would do most of
the fighting (McClatchy News). 

The public’s innate opposition to
this war is correct, and the more we
learn about realities in Afghanistan,
the more our opposition makes
sense. Afghanistan involves a mess
of issues, and each one refutes the
claim that this is a war of necessity
that requires us to escalate our
involvement. America tends to be
sent into wars on a wave of lies and
misconceptions—Iraq and Vietnam
being painfully fresh examples. Here
are four bogus claims by those hawk-
ing an expanded Afghan war.

WE’RE THERE TO WHIP AL QAEDA.
President Obama made this
clear in his VFW war whoop:
“Those who attacked America

on 9/11 are plotting to do so again.”
Thus, we must secure Afghanistan
so it can no longer be a “safe haven
from which al Qaeda would plot to
kill more Americans.”

Strong stuff. But logically flimsy.
First, al Qaeda vamoosed from
Afghanistan long ago. Let me repeat:
The actual enemy we’re out “to disrupt,
dismantle, and defeat” is no longer in
the country where we’re preparing to
fritter away more American lives and
money on a long, long campaign to
“clear, hold, and build.”

Al Qaeda’s main base is now in
neighboring Pakistan, our nuclear-
armed “ally.” The U.S. has been giving
more than a billion dollars a year to
the Pakistani army, which periodi-
cally rattles its swords at al Qaeda
and other militant Muslim extremists
encamped in the country—but it has
no real intent to drive them out.
Instead, Pakistani officials actually
nurture some of the villains we’re
after because those forces can be
useful in other efforts that Pakistan’s
leaders consider more important to
their national interest than our “war
on terror.” Meanwhile, a July poll
found that 59% of Pakistanis share
many of al Qaeda’s attitudes toward
the U.S., and almost half of those
support al Qaeda’s attacks on us!

Still, America’s war hawks cling
to their core assumption that
Afghanistan is where al Qaeda really
wants to be. Thus, say the hawks,
the key to defeating the terrorist net-
work is to keep them from returning
to Afghanistan by turning this impov-
erished land of fractious, unruly, dis-
parate tribal fiefdoms into a Western-
style nation with a central, democrat-
ically elected government. They are
out to reshape the country—politi-
cally, economically, and militarily—so
that it would be able, on its own, to
reject al Qaeda’s return.

Whew! That’s quite a plan. Even if
their assumption is correct, however,
and even if it is somehow possible
for us to unify the country’s clashing
ethnic groups and Westernize them
to the point that they would stand in
unity with us against al Qaeda—
where next do we take our magic

culture-altering machine? As arch-
conservative commentator George
Will asked last month,“Must there
be nation-building invasions of
Somalia, Yemen, and other sover-
eignty vacuums?”

The hawks are fundamentally
wrong. While Afghanistan could be
an attractive terrorist base, it is not
at all crucial to al Qaeda, which now
has many “homes,” including fiery
spinoffs in Indonesia, Morocco,
Somalia, Sudan, and Yemen, as well
as in enclaves in France and England. 

Al Qaeda is an amorphous, dis-
jointed international movement that
spreads on its own, emerging here
and there under local leadership that
often has different goals and strate-
gies—essentially linked by nothing
more than a burning resentment of
Western military, cultural, political,
and corporate power. It communi-
cates and organizes through the
internet, which is everywhere (and
nowhere). It has no battalions or
cumbersome military hardware to
move from one front to another, nor
does it have a central command (a
Pentagon, or even a president) that
has to be in “a place.”

By investing so much to block off
Afghanistan as a safe haven, we’re
not blocking out al Qaeda at all—
we’re blocking ourselves in. If al
Qaeda doesn’t need Afghanistan,
neither do we.

WE’LL SAVE THE PEOPLE 
FROM THE TALIBAN.
Here we go again, stumbling
into ancient ethnic enmities

we know nothing about, as we did 
in Vietnam and Iraq. The strategy—
our troops are to liberate the Afghan
people from the violent, intolerant,
iron-fisted abuse of local and regional
Taliban rulers, who practice a barbaric
Islam and are aligned with al Qaeda—
is cartoonish. There are three prob-
lems with this picture:

First, the Taliban is by no means 
a monolithic, unified organization.
While some members do fit the pro-
file above, the group is mostly a
hobo’s stew that includes illiterate
farmers, former anti-Soviet warriors
(“freedom fighters,” Ronald Reagan
called them back when they were
considered our allies), roving ban-
dits, opportunistic drug traffickers,
and many hapless non-ideologues
who’ve been coerced to join. Let’s
be clear. As a group, the Taliban is a
nasty outfit—especially in its rigid
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Also, express yourself directly to the Obama White House: http://www.whitehouse.gov/
contact/ or 202-456-1111.

�Rethink Afghanistan
http://rethinkafghanistan.com
�Get Afghanistan Right

http://getafghanistanright.com
�United for Peace and Justice

http://unitedforpeace.org

�Peace Action
http://peace-action.org
�Code Pink

http://codepink4peace.org
�Antiwar.com

http://antiwar.com

‘‘We’ve been there eight years already, and how many more years are we supposed
to be there? How many more American troops are supposed to die? How many
more tens and tens of billions of dollars are we supposed to be spending...? ’’— SEN. BERNIE SANDERS, calling for an Afghanistan exit strategy.
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and brutal subjugation of girls and
women. But not every member or
even every leader is a barbaric thug,
and the moderates are the ones we
should be working with. 

Second, the Taliban is not a surro-
gate for al Qaeda, and few members
have any interest in mounting terror-
ist attacks on America. While some
Taliban leaders did provide a haven
to Osama bin Laden, there’s no cred-
ible evidence that they even knew
about the 9/11 attacks in advance.
But they paid such a price when the
U.S. military subsequently ousted
them from power that even the most
militant Taliban leaders do not want
al Qaeda back in their camp.

Third (and most significant), by

targeting the Taliban as America’s
enemy, the hawks are sinking us into
an Afghan civil war. Taliban members
are mostly from the Pashtun ethnic
group (by far the largest in the coun-
try, making up 42% of the popula-
tion), which has traditionally ruled
the country. In 2001, however, when
American troops overthrew the
Taliban, we effectively disempow-
ered not only the Taliban but all 
the Pashtuns, and we enthroned the
Northern Alliance, made of up Tajiks
and Uzbeks. The primary agenda of
the Taliban is not global jihad but
restoring Pashtuns to power—and
we are on the side of their enemies
in this national power struggle. 

Worse for us, the hawks have

effectively branded the Pashtuns as
“insurgents”— outlaws battling the
central government that we created,
that we finance, and that our troops
are now trying to protect and expand.
Thus, without any serious question-
ing by our leaders, America’s mission
in Afghanistan has metamorphosed
from counterterrorism (going after al
Qaeda) to counterinsurgency (defeat-
ing one side in a civil war). 

WE MUST SUPPORT THE
AFGHAN PRESIDENT. 
A common problem with get-
ting involved in other people’s

civil wars is that you often get slimed
with the sliminess of the side you
choose. Meet Hamid Karzai.

He’s the “leader” designated by
the Bush-Cheney regime at a meeting
in Germany in December 2001 to form
a national government in Afghanistan
—a place that has no history of or
desire for a central government.

Considered a Western lackey,
Karzai’s so-called presidential author-
ity pretty much comes to an abrupt
halt at the city limits of Kabul, the
country’s capital. He is so hated by
the Pashtuns that he basically can’t
travel into his own countryside. His
government is infamously incompe-
tent, openly corrupt, criminally abu-
sive, and thoroughly despised.

Unfortunately, a key goal of
Obama’s Afghan policy was to legit-
imize and strengthen the central
government of our anointed one 
so it could soon take over the job 
of securing the country. A gullible
Washington actually expected 
that the August 20th presidential
election would be a showcase of
improved governance.

Ha! As the world has now seen,
the Western-backed candidate’s bal-
lot-stuffing frenzy was so breathtak-
ingly blatant that it’s obvious to all
that he stole his 55% “victory.” Karzai
and his government stand hopelessly

THE OTHER U.S. ARMY
IN AFGHANISTAN
Alongside the 68,000

men and women in uni-
form whom our nation has
committed to Afghanistan,
an even larger army is
deployed. It's a private
army of military contrac-
tors, amounting to, on
average, 65% of the total
Pentagon force in
Afghanistan during the
past two years—the 
highest level of contractors
used as military support 
in America’s long history
of war. 

These private employees
provide everything from
military logistics to secu-
rity, and they mostly do 
the job. But some have
performed shamefully,
undermining the mission
and credibility of our 
soldiers.

Which raises the ques-
tion of why the Pentagon
has made the military
dependent on them—
especially on so many of
them. The corporations—
from Blackwater to
Wackenhut—are not
there for patriotism, but 
for profit. They get huge
contracts, often through
no-bid sweetheart deals,
and they suffer little 
punishment if they do
shoddy work or over-
charge us taxpayers.

The contractors’
employees don’t get the
same level of training as
military personnel, they
are not subject to the
same degree of oversight
and accountability, and
they don’t bring the same
commitment to the coun-
try that soldiers do.
However, their paychecks
are often three or four
times higher than what
soldiers get for doing the
same work.

As we’ve learned from
failed experiments rang-
ing from toll roads to
social services, privatiza-
tion of any essential public
function is a corporate
scam that’s been imposed
on us by laissez-faire anti-
government ideologues.
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HEALTH-CARE TIDBITS
The health-care reform

battle has produced a 
barrelful of factoids and
perverse twisters that 
give insight into the real
world of American politics.

For example, health-
insurance corporations are
infamous for denying cov-
erage to anyone with a pre-
existing condition—things
like cancer, or that ingrown
toenail you had 20 years
ago. The National Women’s
Law Center recently reveal-
ed another “condition” that
can preclude coverage:
domestic violence. Yes,
eight states allow insurance
giants to categorize getting
beaten up by your spouse
as a pre-existing condition!

And remember those
mythological Obama
“death panels” that Sarah
Palin screamed about?
While they never did exist
in Obama’s reform plan,
they do exist in that
Republican-led state of
Texas! The Texas Futile
Care Law allows a commit-
tee appointed by a hospital
corporation to overrule
families and pull the plug
on granny if the hospital
deems any more treatment
to be “futile.” It was signed
into law by—guess who?—
Governor George W. Bush.

And here are three
unhealthy-money tidbits:
First, how much clout do
health-industry lobbyists
have in this reform fight?
So much that they got a
copy of Sen. Max Baucus’
draft legislation even
before President Obama
did. Second, just hours
after Speaker Nancy Pelosi
announced she would no
longer demand the “public
option” that health insur-
ers vehemently opposed,
an insurance lobbyist
announced a $5,000 per-
firm fundraiser for her in
his Washington home. And
finally, Rep. Joe “You lie!”
Wilson, who loudly opposes
Obama’s reform, has pock-
eted $240,000 in campaign
funds from the industry.

Sometimes, the real
story is in the tidbits.

disgraced by this farce, leaving
Obama to mumble last month that
the election “did not go as smoothly
as I think we would have hoped.”

Moreover, who are we to insist on
a strong central government in that
country, much less one with a
Western-style presidency? Indeed,
Karzai’s top rival for president, Dr.
Abdullah Abdullah (what a great polit-
ical name!), has pledged to pursue a
different, independent path. As
reported in The Nation by Ann Jones,
Abdullah “promises to devolve power
to the parliament and the provincial
councils in a kind of decentralized
democracy much more attuned to
Afghan political traditions.”

WE’RE TRAINING 
THE AFGHAN ARMY.
The war hawks’ surge strat-
egy is based on the notion

that our increased troop presence
will buy time, allowing our military
trainers to expand and improve
Afghanistan’s own security forces.
The thinking is that we can quickly
shift to them the burden of defeating
the insurgency and securing the
country. Gen. Stanley McChrystal,
our top commander there, has 
submitted just such a proposal to
Obama, urgently calling for more
U.S. troops to regain the military
momentum during the next 12
months “while Afghan security
capacity matures.”

Matures in 12 months? That’s a
joke. The Afghan army is poorly
trained, ill equipped, incompetent,
and lacking any resolve for the fight
we imagine for them. The police
force, too, is all of the above, plus
openly corrupt—it does such endear-
ing things as setting up fake check-
points so police can stop cars and
demand bribes.

McChrsystal wants the Afghan
army to grow from today’s 92,000

soldiers to 134,000 by next October,
and then jump to 240,000 shortly
thereafter, bolstered by a police force
of 160,000. Growing it is one thing,
maturing it is another, and no one
seriously thinks that Afghan forces
can even approach adequacy for
years, much less in 12 months.

Mark Moyar, a national-security
analyst at the U.S. Marine Corps
University, points out that a doubling
of indigenous forces in Afghanistan
would not produce a doubling of
security. In fact, he argues, it “is
likely to cause quality [of the force]
to fall.” Why? Because there is a
paucity of qualified commanders 
to lead the existing force, much less
a doubling of troops. This means that
the few capable officers get spread
too thinly, and inexperienced com-
manders are thrown into the breach.
Experience shows that it takes 
“at least 10 years to turn raw sol-
diers into officers suitable for 
essential commands.”

By the way, the annual budget 
for the entire Afghan government is
$600 million. It’ll take some $4 billion
a year for the next ten years just to
upgrade and support the country’s
security forces. You and I will be pay-
ing for that while police departments
in our own cities are forced to make
major budget cuts.

Get it right
The good news is that we might

yet be able to fend off the hawks,
stop the escalation, and impose a
commonsense strategy for exiting
Afghanistan. Here are some encour-
aging signs:

� Despite a full court press by the
hawks, Obama himself has yet 
to agree to any escalation and
appears to be questioning
whether we should be there at
all. “We have to get the strategy
right,” he says. Right.

� Leaders of his own party—includ-
ing Vice-President Joe Biden,
Senate Armed Services
Committee Chairman Carl Levin,
and Speaker Nancy Pelosi—
oppose the escalation, and such
leaders as Sen. Russ Feingold
and Rep. Jim McGovern are
pushing for an exit plan. 

� Some of Obama’s key NATO 
allies are backing away from
Afghanistan. Italy is withdrawing
its 3,100 troops “as quickly as
possible”; the British people
(now on their fourth war in
Afghanistan) are widely opposed
to their country’s involvement,
and the prime minister has indi-
cated he will not send more
troops for an escalation; Spain is
pushing a NATO withdrawal
within five years; and Germans
are in a turmoil over their lead-
ers’ commitment to the war.

� The American peace movement—
which was an early, large, hard-
working, and passionate Obama
backer in 2008—is finding its
voice again and is mobilizing on
the internet and in the streets
against his war. 

To get change, we have to get
involved, get noisy, and get in the
face of power. 

4

‘‘I have to exercise skepticism anytime I send a single young man 
or woman in uniform into harm’s way, because I’m the one who’s 
answerable to their parents if they don’t come home. ’’— PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA, September 21, 2009
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